
The nature of this site

Sone of you have written in suggesting I post less on this site in order to
have more time to moderate. Some of you have written in with your own views
on what this site is or should be . Maybe it would help you if I told you
what I think this site is.

This site is not a conventional MP website. Such sites are paid for by the
taxpayer and present the MPs work in a favourable light. They are not allowed
to be party political. This site is paid for by me and ranges beyond my work
as an MP, though it does cover the ways I am seeking to influence the
national debate in the interests of my constituents, and has local pages for
constituents.

This site is not a Conservative party site. It does not reproduce the party
line as this is readily available on official party sites. If I disagree with
the party line or am trying to amend it  I will say so here. The pieces are
 often about things where there is no party lines, or are about controversies
raging prior to the formation of a party or government line. It is of course
a site written by someone who does support the Conservative party and takes
the whip.

This is not a Brexit website, though all the time press and Parliament are
preoccupied by the Brexit process this site will provide commentary on that.

This is not a business website. It refuses adverts or sponsorship and does
not promote any individual company interest.

The idea of the site is to provide insight, commentary and a contribution to
the national debate, laced with pieces about topics I am interested in that
may be of interest to others. I have, for example, run pieces about
historical events and anniversaries,abot cultural events,  pieces about
continental politics , and insights into the global economy.

I am still happy to post the views of others who want to extend the debate or
add their own facts and perceptions. I will, however, simply delete pieces
which may offend others, are potentially libellous or repetitiously
unpleasant. Two people who try to contribute have all their pieces binned as
their descriptors could give offence.  I am going to bin more submissions
from the one or two who disagree with anything I write and seek to undermine
any positive idea or action. I also do sometimes bin long and potentially
worthwhile submissions  if they come from someone who has already published
more than I have written that day on my site and has laced the comment with
references that need checking.If the workload gets too high on busy days I
will post fewer incoming messages but will not stop my own postings as I need
to keep people informed.

I do not knowingly post false allegations about anyone, including about
myself.  Those who have tried to post false allegations about me will be able
to find the true position in what I have written here.
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